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Abstract: Here we present the fabrication of a solid-core microstructured polymer optical fiber (mPOF) made of polycarbonate (PC), and report the first experimental demonstration of a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) written in a PC optical fiber. The PC used in this work has a glass transition temperature of 145°C. We also characterize the mP OF optically and mechanically, and further test the sensitivity of the PC FBG to strain and temperature. We demonstrate that the PC FBG can bear temperatures as high as 125°C without malfunctioning. In contrast, polymethyl methacrylate-based FBG technology is generally limited to temperatures below 90°C.
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1. Introduction

Polymer optical fiber (POF) sensors offer several advantages over their silica-based counterpart. First of all, POFs have a larger strain range available and an increased sensitivity to stress due to a considerably lower Young’s modulus [1,2]. Young’s modulus is in the range 68-74 GPa for silica glass, 2.2-3.8 GPa for polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and 2.0-2.4 GPa for polycarbonate (PC) [3]. Because of their biocompatibility, flexibility in bending, and non-brittle nature, POFs represent ideal candidates for in-vivo biosensing applications [4–7].

Another attractive characteristic of POFs lies in the possibility to detect different chemical and biochemical species by changing functional groups, polymerization process, and additives, since they are made of organic compounds [1]. In addition, polymers have lower density than silica glass [3], which is in general desirable, as it is often necessary to minimize the total weight of a device. The aforementioned characteristics come in handy especially in fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors, for some applications of which, materials alternative to silica are incessantly sought for. To date, the most widespread material for polymer-based FBGs is PMMA [1,2,8–10], although the use of some alternative plastics, such as CYTOP (amorphous fluoropolymer) [11] and TOPAS (cyclic olefin copolymer) [12–14], has recently been investigated.

Microstructured polymer optical fibers (mPOFs) have drawn increasing attention since 2001 [15], within the framework of the research on photonic crystal fibers starting in the 1990s [16], due to the large variety of optical effects obtainable simply by changing internal microstructure [17,18]. In this class of fibers, the ability to guide light is based on a patterning of microscopic holes running along the length of a fiber [15–18]. Only a few journal papers on mPOFs made of PC have been published to date. None of those papers, however, have demonstrated light propagation in a solid-core microstructured PC fiber. Van Eijkelenborg et al. [19] fabricated and characterized a hollow-core PC mPOF fiber, where the polymer preform was produced via capillary stacking technique. Hollow-core PC waveguides with...
inner Cu coatings were employed in [20] for terahertz transmission, while Gibson et al. [21] made use of solid-core PC mPOFs to fabricate multichannel electrospray emitters. Moreover, PC was studied in combination with polyvinyl difluoride (PVDF) for the manufacturing of mPOFs from multilayered all-polymer hollow preforms prepared by solvent evaporation and co-rolling methods [22]. A PC mPOF was further reported in [23], where, however, localized light propagation in the core could not be achieved (the light source was a 633-nm laser).

Polycarbonate optical fibers were introduced by Fujitsu in 1986 (the core was made of PC, with a polyolefin-based material as the cladding) [24] and have been extensively studied and used since then [25–27]. Polycarbonate is an engineering plastic that exhibits excellent clarity and impact strength [28]. The main advantage of using this material for optical fiber fabrication indeed lies in the well-balanced combination of its optical and mechanical properties. Firstly, it is transparent to visible light [29] and for this reason can be considered as a natural alternative to PMMA. Secondly, PC usually yields and breaks at elevated values of strain [29], and is highly flexible in bending. In addition, its glass transition temperature \( T_g \) is one of the highest among transparent plastics, thereby resulting in a larger available temperature range. These properties make PC fibers particularly attractive for those applications requiring high-temperature-resistant polymer sensors, as long as the specific application does not involve long-term exposure to a high-humidity environment at high temperature. Early investigations indeed seem to indicate that humid heat may cause premature aging of PC POFs [27].

The change of properties in PC due to UV irradiation has been the subject of several studies [30–32]. In particular, photosensitivity studies on PC [30] showed that the refractive index profile of PC films was affected by UV irradiation, suggesting a potential applicability of the photo-irradiation dependency for optical devices. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no FBG in PC optical fibers has been demonstrated yet. Literature only reports the inscription of Bragg gratings into a PC-based planar waveguide via an ablation process [33]. Here we present the first experimental demonstration of an endlessly single-mode solid-core PC mPOF. The microstructured fiber, fabricated via mechanical casting from plastic granulates, is also characterized both optically and mechanically. We further write an FBG into the optical fiber (which is dopant-free) by using a UV laser and demonstrate strain sensing up to 3%, and a linear response to temperature up to the record of 125°C with neither malfunctioning nor any significant hysteresis in the cooling phase. Microstructured polymer optical fiber Bragg gratings (mPOFBGs) made of a high-\( T_g \) grade of TOPAS (5013) were previously tested up to 110°C [14], whilst the maximum operation temperature of PMMA was reported to be 92°C in [34]. We consider the present work as a further step towards enabling high-temperature-resistant POFBG technology.

2. Experimental results

2.1 Fabrication of the solid-core PC mPOF

The solid-core PC mPOF was fabricated by using a drill-and-draw technique starting from casting of plastic granulates. The material used for casting was Makrolon LED2245 from Bayer MaterialScience AG with a \( T_g \) of 145°C. This material grade shows an extremely low tendency towards yellowing, even at temperatures as high as 120 °C [29]. Being hygroscopic, the PC granulates needed to be dried before casting to avoid bubble formation, which would otherwise increase the transmission loss and degrade the mechanical properties of the final fiber. A strict control of timing, temperature, and pressure was also required during the casting in order to obtain a good-quality solid rod. In particular, relatively high temperatures were applied as PC might contain polymer crystals at temperatures even higher than 220°C [35]. The presence of residual crystals in the PC preform would lead to both considerably poorer optical performance and inhomogeneities in the fiber.

The cast polymer rod was then machined and the desired hole pattern, which consisted of three rings of air holes in a hexagonal arrangement, was drilled into it. The preform was finally drawn to an intermediate cane, which was then sleeved with an in-house fabricated PC
tube and drawn down to fiber. A complete description of the experimental methodologies involved in the drill-and-draw technique can be found in [17]. The diameter of the final fiber was about 150 μm, whereas the core diameter was 7 μm. The average air hole diameter (d) and pitch between air holes (Λ) were 1.75 μm and 4.375 μm, respectively. The ratio d/Λ of 0.40 ensured that the mPOF was endlessly single-moded [36].

2.2 Characterization of the cast bulk PC material

The refractive index (RI) of the PC material used in our experiments was measured by using a commercially available ellipsometer VASE (J.A. Woollam), which covers a wavelength range of 210-1690 nm with a 5-nm resolution for the range 210-1000 nm and a 10-nm resolution for the range 1000-1690 nm. Figure 1(a) shows the measured material dispersion of PC and directly compares our data with other material dispersions reported in the literature. As it can be seen from Fig. 1(a), the measurements performed on PC were relatively close to the other dispersion data, with ours being slightly higher (<0.012) than the RI values from the PC datasheet [29] and Sultanova et. al. [37]. This slight difference in RI can be attributed to different preparation procedures utilized to manufacture the bulk PC material.
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Fig. 1. (a) Material dispersion of PC. Our measurement (circles) is compared with the results of [29] (red curve) and [37] (black curve). (b) Bulk material optical loss of a PC solid rod made via casting from plastic granulates. Note the very high loss at longer wavelengths due to the absorption bands mainly caused by carbon and hydrogen bond (aliphatic and aromatic) vibrations [25,38]. Inset: PC step-like structure fabricated to measure the bulk material propagation loss.

Bulk material propagation loss was also measured within the interval 500-1600 nm based on a modified cut-back technique. A 10 cm long initial cylindrical preform was machined into an 8-step structure, with each step being 1 cm long (inset of Fig. 1(b)). We then determined the propagation loss of the material by using a broadband supercontinuum source and recording the spectrum in each step of the preform. The material loss was relatively low between 500 nm and 853 nm, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Moreover, four further transmission windows (with loss below 15 dB/m) could be detected at the wavelength ranges 876-898 nm, 917-998 nm, 1028-1102 nm, and 1247-1287 nm, respectively. The material transmission loss in the near-IR spectral range was slightly lower than the one reported in [39]. From Fig. 1(b) it may further be noticed that there is a significant amount of noise at short wavelengths. This is because of the lower loss, around a few dB/m, and also due to increasing scattering. A non-perfect surface of the sample introduces surface scattering, which is highly wavelength dependent. This leads to the growth of spectral noise towards shorter wavelengths.

2.3 Characterization of the solid-core PC mPOF

After the characterization of the bulk material we investigated the properties of the drawn mPOF. The fiber transmission loss profile was obtained via cut-back measurement. Cleaving was performed with an in-house made hot blade cleaver equipped with a flat side blade,
which yields high-quality end facets [40]. Applying the same temperature to blade and fiber, we tested several temperatures in the range 50-80°C (with steps of 5°C) so as to optimize the cleaving process for the PC mPOF. The optimal temperature of both blade and fiber was found to be 80°C. Figure 2(a) shows the transmission loss of the solid-core PC mPOF in the range of wavelengths between 550 nm and 900 nm, while Fig. 2(b) displays a microscope image of the fiber end facet with the desired hexagonal arrangement of air holes. The fiber transmission loss was found to be lower than 10 dB/m within the range 800-840 nm. Specifically, the minimum loss was 8.91 dB/m at 833.5 nm, whereas at the same wavelength the material loss was 4.37 dB/m [Fig. 1(b)]. By comparing Fig. 1(b) with Fig. 2(a) it may be noticed that the fiber loss was considerably higher than the propagation loss measured for the bulk material, especially at shorter wavelengths. This is probably due to the presence of material and geometrical inhomogeneities in the microstructured fiber. In particular, the higher loss of the PC fiber compared to its bulk material loss may arise from scattering. There are many possible sources of scattering due to the way mPOFs are manufactured [17,18,41,42]. The drilling process yields surface roughness within the holes of the polymer preform and this fact increases fiber loss. Even though the fiber drawing has the effect of smoothing the internal surface of the holes, some residual roughness in the final fiber is expected, leading to higher loss. This problem can be limited by adopting larger fiber cores [41]. Furthermore, material impurities introduced throughout the drill-and-draw process, such as dust, as well as the presence of any residual micro-swarfs on the hole surface as a consequence of the preform drilling, increase attenuation. Microbending losses, due to microdeformations in the mPOF producing scattering, are also expected. Particularly for small diameters, as is the case for the fiber characterized here, this source of loss may become important [41]. Overall it is expected that fiber loss can be substantially reduced by improving the whole PC fiber fabrication process.

![Fig. 2. (a) Transmission loss profile measured from 550 to 900 nm by the cut-back technique. The fiber was cut back from 4 m to 50 cm recording the transmission spectrum over 17 different fiber cuts. (b) Microscope image of the end facet of the solid-core PC mPOF. The fiber diameter was approximately 150 μm.](image)

2.4 FBG inscription into the PC mPOF

The writing of the fiber Bragg grating in the polycarbonate mPOF was carried out with a 50 mW CW HeCd laser operating at 325 nm (IK5751I-G, Kimmon). For grating inscription we used the phase mask technique. The configuration of the inscription setup was the same as described in [43]. The phase mask was custom-made by Ibsen Photonics A/S. It is optimized for inscription with a HeCd laser (325 nm) and has a uniform period of 572.4 nm. The laser power was attenuated to 4 mW. The Bragg wavelength for the PC mPOF fiber was centered at 892.4 nm (with a FWHM of 0.46 nm) and the strength of the reflected peak was 25 dB, as
shown in Fig. 3. By using the RI from the material, the theoretical effective refractive index was calculated to be 1.5652 at 895.9 nm. For a pitch of 572.4 nm this gives a Bragg wavelength of 895.9 nm, which is close to the experimental value of 892.4 nm. The difference between theoretical and experimental value is due to the fact that we assumed an idealized geometry and neglected the effect of fabrication on RI in the calculation. In addition, the fiber was slightly pres-strained during the inscription process, which may lead to a mild down-shift of the FBG resonance wavelength upon release of the fiber from the inscription setup. The successful inscription of the FBG demonstrates that PC is photosensitive at typical Bragg grating writing conditions. The fiber loss at the Bragg grating wavelength (892.4 nm) was 11.37 dB/m [Fig. 2(a)]. However, transmission loss did not represent a critical factor in our experiments as only short lengths of the fiber were used. Although the laser power was only 4 mW, the FBG writing took just a few minutes. The inscription process was fast considering that the fiber was dopant-free. In particular, without the use of dopants the fastest writing time in PMMA mPOFs by means of a HeCd laser was shown to be slightly below 7 minutes in [43] (the laser power was 30 mW). For PC mPOFBGs, the average inscription time with a HeCd laser is about 6 minutes at a power of 4 mW. Short inscription times are of importance for the stability of a grating. The writing time in PMMA mPOFs can be reduced by either doping the fiber core [8,44,45] or using a different laser [46]. The same should hold true also for PC.

The fiber was then annealed in order to improve the stability of the strain sensing [34,47]. Specifically, the annealing was done in two phases. First at 120°C for 24h, after which the resonance wavelength was 881.7 nm (10.7 nm lower than that of the un-annealed FBG). Then at 130°C for 12 h, which further blue-shifted it by 6.0 nm. After annealing the new Bragg wavelength was thus centered at 875.7 nm, with a total blue-shift of 16.7 nm (Fig. 3). The shift in the resonance wavelength was probably caused by fiber shrinkage [34], due to (at least partial) relaxation of the polymer chains as a consequence of the annealing process [48].

2.5. Strain and temperature sensing with the PC mPOFBG

The FBG was characterized in terms of sensitivity to strain and temperature by using a fiber coupler, a supercontinuum source (SuperK Compact by NKT Photonics A/S) and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Ando AQ6315A). The two ends of the PC mPOF were glued to two micro-translation stages, one of which being fixed and the other one free to move according to the applied axial strain. The fixed end was butt-coupled to a silica step-index fiber through
which light was launched into the fiber. The axial strain values were calculated as the ratio (expressed in %) of the change in the length between the two glueing points $\Delta L$ to the original length of the fiber $L_0$ (4 cm). To minimize time-dependency in the mechanical behavior, the FBG reflection spectrum was read after approximately 10 minutes each time the axial strain was varied. The fiber was gradually stretched up to 3% (loading phase, “forward”) and then the strain was slowly decreased until the original dimension was recovered (unloading phase, “reverse”). Figure 4(a) displays the results from the strain tuning of the PC FBG in forward and reverse straining. The Bragg wavelength exhibited a linear response over the strain range 0-3%, with a sensitivity of $0.701 \pm 0.003\text{pm}/\mu\varepsilon$ calculated by linear regression. This sensitivity is very close to the value of 0.71 pm/µε reported for PMMA 3-ring mPOFBGs at 850nm [49] and 827nm [50], and similar to that of 0.64 pm/µε measured for a TOPAS 2-ring mPOFBG at 870 nm [13]. Moreover, the fiber did not show any hysteresis in the unloading phase, since the forward and reverse curves were perfectly overlapped, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Indeed, the strain sensitivity in the reverse phase was calculated to be still the same as the forward one (namely, $0.701 \pm 0.003\text{pm}/\mu\varepsilon$).

![Fig. 4. (a) Strain response of the PC mPOFBG at room temperature. (b) Temperature response of the unstrained PC mPOFBG.](image)

The temperature response of the solid-core PC mPOFBG was also investigated. The setup was similar to the one used for strain measurements, except for the Bragg grating now being placed on a resistive hot stage so as to control its temperature. A thermocouple with an uncertainty of around 0.3°C was placed as close as possible to the PC mPOF. Several layers of lens paper were used to cover it and therefore obtain a more uniform temperature. Each Bragg grating wavelength was recorded after 15 minutes once a new temperature value was set. Figure 4(b) shows the temperature tuning of the PC mPOFBG performed in a forward-backward test. The PC mPOFBG displayed a linear response between room temperature (23.6°C) and 125°C, showing a negative Bragg wavelength shift with increasing temperature. No malfunctioning was observed even at the highest temperatures. Note that in a study of the temperature response of FBGs inscribed in a PMMA 4-ring mPOF [34] with a similar diameter as the one of our PC fiber, a time interval of 10 minutes before readings were taken at each measurement step was sufficient to observe a markedly non-linear response when the elevated temperature region was approached.

The maximum temperature applied in our characterization of the PC grating (125°C) was greater than the one previously demonstrated by using a high-$T_g$ TOPAS mPOFBG (110°C) [14], and well above the maximum operational temperature of PMMA (92 °C) reported in [34]. Furthermore, the PC mPOFBG response was seen to be linear in the cooling-down test. From a linear regression over the whole temperature range, the sensitivity of the FBG was calculated to be equal to $-29.99 \pm 0.17 \text{pm/°C}$ in the forward test and to $-29.78 \pm 0.09 \text{pm/°C}$ in the backward test. No significant hysteresis was observed as the temperature was ramped down, as also confirmed by the almost unaltered sensitivities. The stability of the fiber was
expected mainly for two reasons. The first one was that the \( T_m \) of the PC used in the present study is 20°C higher than the maximum operational temperature demonstrated here. This margin can be thought of as the minimum one to ensure long-term stability of a POFBG [14]. Secondly, the combination of two distinct annealing phases at 120°C and 130°C was likely to have significant impact in this regard, as early investigations showed the annealing process to considerably contribute to enhancing the thermal stability of polymeric FBGs and extending the linearity in their response to temperature [34,47]. The particular temperature of 125°C makes PC POFBGs applicable to certain areas of automation technology and automotive engineering. For instance, in the engine compartment of a vehicle, temperatures can go up to 125°C [27]. Polycarbonates make this area now accessible to polymer-based FBGs for the first time to our knowledge. In addition, PC can be sterilized with steam autoclaving [28], though for limited reuse applications. Autoclaves for sterilization typically work at 121°C for 15-20 minutes. No previous POFBG could withstand such conditions. The latter characteristic can be of great importance from a biomedical perspective.

It should also be mentioned that PC is not humidity-insensitive. An example of polymers used for manufacturing humidity-insensitive mPOFBGs is TOPAS [13]. As a reference, the percent water absorption of PC is 0.12% in air at 23°C and 50% relative humidity (RH) (generally measured after 24 h), whereas this value increases up to 0.3% (at saturation) when the PC is immersed in distilled water at 23°C [29]. Since the PC mPOFBG characterization was carried out in the open laboratory, its response to temperature could have been affected by cross-sensitivity to humidity. The true temperature and humidity responses of the PC mPOFBG, as assessed in a humidity-controlled environment (i.e., by using a climate chamber), are out of the scope of this paper.

### 2.6 Mechanical testing of the PC mPOF

The datasheet by the manufacturer of the used PC reports a tensile modulus of 2.35 GPa, a strain at break >50%, and yield stress and strain of 63 MPa and 6.0% [29], respectively. The tensile strain (%) is defined as 
\[
\varepsilon = 100 \cdot \left( \frac{l - l_0}{l_0} \right)
\]
where \( l_0 \) represents the initial length of the sample and \( l \) denotes the instantaneous length of the sample being stretched. All the data presented here are based on the engineering stress defined as 
\[
\sigma = \frac{F}{A_0}
\]
with \( A_0 \) being the initial cross sectional area of the sample and \( F \) the stretching force. Note that the structuring of the polymer in the direction of the drawing due to the specific drawing conditions applied in the fiber fabrication process can affect the strain-stress behavior [48,51]. Moreover, tensile test results may also depend on the test temperature [52] and applied strain rate [2,48], as well as on the specific RH value (as water can act as a plasticizer of polymer materials), where the latter factor is expected not to be important for humidity-insensitive fibers, such as TOPAS. We carried out a tensile test on an un-annealed PC 3-ring microstructured optical fiber using an in-house built tensile testing machine. Five fiber samples were tested at a constant straining rate of 66%/min in a monitored open environment (\( T = 21.9-23.7°C, \text{RH} = 34.0-48.1\% \)). The average diameter of the fiber samples was 146 ± 4 \( \mu m \). The diameter measurements were performed with a micrometer screw gauge and cross-checked by means of an optical microscope. Both methods led to values in reasonable agreement. The cross-sectional area of the air holes in the microstructured region was neglected, as it accounted only for about 0.5% of the whole fiber cross section. Figure 5 shows a typical engineering stress-strain curve of the tested PC fiber samples. This kind of representation is useful as it contains more information than that presented in the datasheet. It may indeed be seen from Fig. 5 that our PC mPOF did not show a distinct yield point based on the Considere’s construction method [53], as \( d\sigma/d\varepsilon \) continued to be positive, although its value became considerably low at strains around 5%. After a further 10% elongation region at nearly constant stress, the fiber exhibited significant strain hardening at high strains (>15%) where the molecular alignment stiffened the drawn polymer.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) summarize the results expressed in terms of Young’s modulus (E) and break point, respectively. We calculated the Young’s modulus using linear regression of the stress-strain data within the strain region of 0.05%-0.25%, as recommended in ISO 527-
The Young’s modulus of the PC mPOF was estimated to be equal to $3.03 \pm 0.10$ GPa. This is approximately 35% larger than the value reported in the bulk material datasheet [29]. Notice that thermal annealing commonly has the effect of lowering $E$ and increasing ductility [48,51]. The curve shape is also likely to change as a result of the annealing process [48].

Fig. 5. Typical stress-strain curves of 3-ring solid-core PC, PMMA, and TOPAS mPOFs with an average diameter $146 \pm 4 \, \mu m$, $141 \pm 5 \, \mu m$, and $133 \pm 4 \, \mu m$, respectively. Average diameter estimation for 5 samples of each fiber was performed by adopting a confidence interval (CI) of 95%.

Figures 5, 6(a), and 6(b) further include the data from the experiments carried out on un-annealed GEHR PMMA [54] and TOPAS 8007S-04 [55] 3-ring mPOFs, which were tested in extension for comparison. The average diameters of the PMMA and TOPAS fibers were $141 \pm 5 \, \mu m$ and $133 \pm 4 \, \mu m$, respectively. Similar drawing conditions as for the PC mPOF were also applied.

The stress-strain curves measured for the TOPAS mPOF exhibited a drop in the stress (usually identified as the yield point [53]) after the quasi-linear region, whereas the PMMA mPOF did not. These measurements displayed a similar increase in Young’s modulus as the PC fiber compared to the data reported by the respective manufacturers. Indeed, the average $E$...
values of PMMA and TOPAS were found to be $4.32 \pm 0.15$ GPa (34% greater than in [54]) and $2.98 \pm 0.19$ GPa (+15% compared to the company’s datasheet [55]), respectively. The PC tensile strain at break was $36.3 \pm 1.6\%$, slightly lower than TOPAS ($41.2 \pm 1.3\%$) but more than twice as much as PMMA ($16.4 \pm 3.2\%$). Note that a higher strain at break basically means a larger strain range available before failure. In addition, as a result of the higher degree of strain hardening, the PC mPOF could bear an average tensile stress at break of $235.9 \pm 7.4$ MPa, which is considerably greater than those measured for PMMA ($185.5 \pm 24.8$ MPa) and TOPAS ($183.8 \pm 6.1$ MPa).

A replacement of PMMA with PC-based mPOFBGs in strain sensing would increase the maximum operative temperature from $90^\circ$C to at least $125^\circ$C. Moreover, the lower Young’s modulus of PC compared to PMMA is likely to increase the sensitivity of PC-based mPOFs in vibration sensors and accelerometers [56].

3. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the fabrication of an FBG sensor in a PC mPOF manufactured through a multistage process starting from plastic granulates. The solid-core PC mPOF was characterized optically as well as mechanically. We observed fiber loss below 10 dB/m within the wavelength range 800-840 nm, with a minimum of 8.91 dB/m at 833.5 nm. In the mechanical characterization, the solid-core PC mPOF showed a pseudo-yield point after being strained by about 5%, and had relatively low Young’s modulus and high strain at break compared to PMMA.

Furthermore, we reported for the first time that an FBG can be UV-written in a PC fiber. The FBG was inscribed in only a few minutes at a power of 4 mW. This inscription time was extremely fast considering that the fiber was undoped. Most importantly, we have demonstrated strain sensing up to 3% in a PC FBG, and a linear response of the grating to temperature up to $125^\circ$C, which is, to our knowledge, the currently highest reported operating temperature for a POFBG. We do think that PC FBGs represent a step towards the development of a reliable high-temperature-resistant polymer-based FBG technology.
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